Brief

HPE IS HERE TO HELP MUNICIPALITIES
AND STATES RECOVER AND TRANSFORM
HPE is bringing together the right expertise, support, financial flexibility, and technology solutions to meet today’s most immediate
challenges and unexpected demands in state and local government. Maintain business continuity with remote work, distance learning and
collaboration, physical and cyber security solutions, and financial services.

REMOTE WORK
With more people working from home, there
is a pressing need for secure and reliable
access to government resources at any
time, from any device, and from any location.
HPE Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI)
Our comprehensive portfolio of VDI solutions
including RDS supports a variety of user types and
applications—from edge to cloud.
Explore HPE’s VDI Platform Portfolio

HPE SimpliVity for government

HPE SimpliVity for state and local government
organizations is an AI-driven hyperconverged
infrastructure featuring enhanced ransomware
mitigation, simplified VDI, and intelligent data
consolidation.
Read the solution brief

DISTANCE LEARNING AND
COLLABORATION
Municipalities and states are rethinking how
they approach staff communications and
distance learning—adopting strategies to
expand innovative work experiences to help
advance government programs and services.

State and local governments are facing
unprecedented economic challenges.
HPE Financial Services (HPEFS) and HPE
GreenLake can help alleviate some of the
budget and cash-flow strain.

HPE MyRoom

HPEFS

On-premises or as a service

HPE GreenLake for government

HPE MyRoom is a secure online collaboration
platform. Pair with Visual Remote Guidance (VRG)
for hands-free communication and instruction.
Learn more about HPE MyRoom

HPE High Performance Compute (HPC)

Deliver the integrated physical, health, and cyber
security measures needed to help keep your
organization and the people entrusted to your care
safe and secure as they return to work locations.
Read the solution brief

Safety and security capabilities

Government organizations today are looking to
employ smart technologies to assess and take
measures to maintain public health such as
AI-enabled fever detection, contactless entry,
and social distancing tracing and tracking.
Read the press release

With HPEFS, you can release capital from existing
infrastructures, defer payments, and provide preowned tech to relieve capacity strain.
Read the solution brief

Deploy MyRoom on-premises or as a service
through HPE Pointnext Services.

PHYSICAL SECURITY
Today’s exceptional circumstances have
created a new demand for solutions that
provide a safer environment for those
returning to the office.

FINANCIAL SERVICES AND
AS A SERVICE OPTIONS

Manage today’s uncertainties by balancing IT
flexibility and cost with on-premises control and
security.
Read the solution brief

CYBER SECURITY
As more government employees and the public they serve operate on the network edge, the
cyberattack surface has increased dramatically. According to the FBI and Homeland Security,
cyber criminals are taking advantage of the situation. Safeguarding confidential personal
and financial information requires state and local governments to have comprehensive and
proactive security.
HPE cyber security solutions and a
comprehensive 6-step approach
HPE follows a holistic security strategy to
protect your institution’s infrastructure from
“cradle to grave.” From the hardware supply
chain to your device’s end of life, HPE provides
comprehensive security to detect and prevent
unauthorized access as well as rapid recovery
from disasters.
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